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A FORTRAN computer program forthesemianalyticpredictionofunsteadythrustaugmenting
ejectorperformancehas been developed,based on a theoreticalanalysisforejectors.That analysis
blendsclassicself-similarturbulentjetdescriptionswith control-volumemixingregionelements.
Divisionofthe ejectorintoan inlet,diffuser,and mixingregionallowedflexibilityinthemodellingofthe
physicsforeachregion.In particular,theinletand diffuseranalysesaresimplifiedby a quasi-steady-
analysis,justifiedby theassumptionthatpressureistheforcingfunctioninthoseregions.Only the
mixingregionisassumed tobedominated by viscouseffects.
The presentwork providesan overviewofthecodestructure,a descriptionoftherequiredinput
and outputdatafileformats,and theresultsfora testcase.Sincetherearelimitationstothecodefor
applicationsoutsidethebounds ofthetestcase,theusershouldconsiderTEA as a researchcode(notas
a production code), designed specifically as an implementation of the proposed ejector theory. Program
error flags are discussed, and some diagnostic routines are presented.
CODE OVERVIEW
TEA isa FORTRAN computer program (TEA.FOR), designedforbatchexecution,which readsan
inputfile(TEA.DAT) toobtainthenecessaryprogram data(ejectorgeometry,primary nozzleconditions,
free-streamconditions),solutioncontroloptions,and fileoutputrequestsforprintand plotfiles
(TEA.OUT and TEA.PLT, respectively).An overviewoftheTEA.FOR program follows;therequired
TEA.DAT inputfilestructureisthe subjectofthenextsection.
The main program simply serves to open the necessary YO files and instructs the processing of
input data, after which the governing equations are solved. 1
A totalofthreesubroutinesarecontainedinthe TEA.FOR file,2 theyare
DIP - Data InputProcessor
MEC - Main ExecutionControl
SPC - SinglePointCalculation
The solution procedure can be influenced by input file specifications.
2 Appendix B provides a complete listing of the TEA.FOR file. Some idea of complexity is given by
code length: the code is 731 lines long, divided into 21 lines for the main program, 164 for the DIP, 57
for the MEC, and 569 for the SPC. Programming style leans toward clarity rather than conciseness.
The development platform for this cede was a VAX 8800; the code has not been tested on other
platforms.
Figure 1 illustrates that the SPC routine is called by the MEC routine. Although the primary
purpose of this document is to provide instructions for preparation of the TEA.DAT file (read by the
DIP), some brief remarks on each program module are helpful in interpreting the overall program
structure.
Module Descriptions
D_ta inputprocessor.-- The datainputprocessor(DIP)isdesignedtoobtainbaselinejector
engineeringinformation,free-s_eamproperties,solutioncontroloptions,and printoutand plotcontrol
parametersfromthe inputdatafileand placethisinformationin COMMON blocks;theuse ofCOM-
MON blocksreduces(oreliminates)theneed forREAD statementsinotherprogram subroutines.
Inputdataisreadfrom TEA.DAT accordingtoa macro command sequence.The DIP echoes
essentialprogram data(specifiedand default)sotheusercan convenientlyidentifyincompleteor
incorrectinputdata. Intheinterestofclarity,theDIP routinewas notwrittenas compactlyas possible;
thisisan overridingperspectivethroughoutthe cede.For easeofuse,alldatahas afree-format
structure--the userneed onlydemarcatevalueswitha comma, ratherthan be concernedwiththe
customaryHollerithand dataformat(e.g.,2FL2.3).
M_in executioncontrol.-- The main executioncontrol(MEC) routineprovidesthebasicserviceof
feedingthesinglepointcalculation(SPC) subroutineargument listwith theinformationeeded to
compute ejectorthrustata specifiedpointintime.Althoughitmay appeartheMEC isa trivialroutine
toinclude,itfacilitatesdevelopmentofan SPC thatisvoidofI/Oforthetime-dependentprimary flow
conditions.
A previouslymentioned aspectoftheDIP and MEC subroutinestructureisthe absenceof
subroutinecalls-- allinformationistransmittedthroughCOMMON blocks.While thismay not be the
most effectiveprogramming practice,8itisan approachthatmet thesimulationspecificationsatthe
timethecodewas under development.
Single _eoint computation. -- The single point computation (SPC) subroutine is the focal point of the
TEA program and providesthe codeimplementationofthetransientejectortheorygivenby Drummond
(ref.1).Executionofthe SPC routineiscontrolledby theMEC, sincethe SPC isstructuredtobe a
"drop-in_module forintegrationin,forinstance,an aircrai_enginesimulation.The SPC isthe largest
program subroutine,consuming almosttwo-thirdsoftheoverallTEA code(seelines243-731ofthe
listinginAppendix B).
Informationforthe SPC routineistransmittedprimarilythroughCOMMON blocks.This
influenceon theTEA computer program was theresultofa requirementthattheSPC argument list
includeonlytheprimary flowconditions(m, T_.o,PIp)atagiventime t,and returnthrustand
augmentationratio(T, _)fora real-timecomponent-level-modelenginesimulation.4 Thisrequirement
isclearlysimulationspecific,but doesprovidemodule parameterinputsconsistentwithinformation
s The COMMON block chalkboard approach to programming can make program error tracking during
diagnostics a difficult process.
4 As discussed by Drummond (ref. 1), the motivating factor behind the development of the transient
ejector theory was the need to develop a high-fidelity propulsion system simulation for the Advanced
Short TakeOff and Landing (ASTOVL) development program.
typicallyavailabletoan enginesimulationcode? Althoughalternatesimulationrequirementsmay
resultinthe need fora differentSPC argument list,themodular codestructureremains quiteconve-
nient.
Comment cardsintheSPC routinemark outblocksofcalculationscorrespondingwithcalculation
stepsinthetheory;an outlineofthe SPC solutionprocedureisshown infigure2.
Within the SPC module, there exists a decision branch between quasi-steady and transient flow
calculations, based on the value of an execution mode switch, MODE, in the SPC argument list; this
pointstoan importantaspectofan ejectormixingregionanalysis.Sinceitisexpectedthattransient
ejector performance predictions are kicked-off from an assigned initial condition (there can be more than
one initial condition of interest), there is a need for a built-in initialization routine for the field variables.
A quasi-steady solution to the governing equations is associated with a value of MODE=O; such a
solution does not invoke time derivatives in the analysis and provides, by default, a series of steady-state
flow computations. When MODE=l, a transient solution is invoked which reflects the implementation
of the proposed transient ejector theory.
$_vstemofunits.--Few applicationsinengineeringanalysisappeartobe exempt fromthe need to
clarifythe systemofunitsinvolvedincalculations.Typically,confusionextendsfrom translatingback
and forthbetween force,mass,and pressure;theusualremark isthata consistentsystemofunitsmust
be used inanalysis,and thatcertainlyisthecasehere.Inthepresentwork,the EngineeringEnglish
system of units is used.
With thebackdropthatthecurrentwork representsa researchcode,the use oftheEngineering
Englishsystem was appropriateforthesystemsimulationduringthecodedevelopmentperiod(inwhich
this code was ultimately intended to be compatible with a propulsion system simulation that used a
similar unit system; the Metric system was not appropriate for the simulation application).
The EngineeringEnglishsystemisbased on fourfundamentalunitsforlength,force,time,and
mass. Units oflengthareinfeet(ft),unitsoftime areinseconds(s),unitsofforceareinpounds-force
(Ibf),and unitsofmass areinpounds-mass(Ibm).Compatibilityofunitsisprovidedby theintroduction
ofthe gravitationalconstantgc= 32.174intoNewton'slaw (gcis numerically,but not dimensionally
equaltothe gravitationalconstant).Althoughthework ofDrummond (ref.1)providesextensive




























sThisleadstocertaincalculationsthatnormal ejectorcodeswould nothave arequirementfor,orthe
use of(e.g.,a totalpressureversusstaticpressurespecificationatthe secondaryinlet).
In principle, there is nothing to prevent the user from using, say, the Absolute MKS system of units
(gchas a valueofunity)sinceequationsinvolvingthe valueofgcdo sosymbolically,nlustrationsofthis
areshown inlines118 and 122 oftheSPC routine-- gcissetatthetopoftheSPC module (line67)and
couldbe reassignedasdesired.
INPUT DATA FILE PREPARATION
TypicalFileStructure
Data processing for the TEA.FOR program involves extensive use of macro commands; macros are
keywords placed in the input file which permit a flexible input data file structure. Appendix A provides
an example s input file structure.
Although the macro command structure can be perceived as a somewhat clumsy programming
practice, the result is a very lucid input file structure. Another benefit to the macro approach is that the
blocksofdataarenotrequiredtobe placedinany particularorder,and insome casestheyneed not
appearatall(aslongastheprogram defaultsareacceptabletotheuser).A subtlefeatureofthemacro
command approachisthattheprogram willignoreany linesthatdo notbeginwitha recognized
keyword -- assuch,theusercan includeasmany descriptivecomment cardsasdesiredatthe topofthe
fileforafulldescriptionofthecasestudyathand._
Macro Commands and Options
Within thedatainputprocessor(DIP),solutioninstructions,datainput,and dataoutput
specificationsarereadfrom theTEA.DAT filethrough amacro command structure.As mentioned
previously,COMMON statementsareextensivelyused as placeholdersinmemory toshuttledatafrom
one routinetoanother.ExceptfortheSPC, none ofthesubroutineshave argument listsincethe
necessaryinformationisprovidedby theCOMMON statements.For thistypeofdatatransfer,sub-
program macros areveryuseful.
Data tobe processedwithintheDIP blockissubdividedaccordingtoa logicalcharacterizationf

















eThis file corresponds with the test case to be discussed later; for now, however, it is the file structure
rather than the numbers themselves that are of interest.
7 After several weeks pass, it is easy to forget why a particular case was of interest"
Quotesaroundthefirst fourlettersofeachkeywordareusedtoindicatethe minimum portion of the
word to be included for data file preparation. Only four of the eight data blocks are essential to include
in the input file; optional sets are marked accordingly. Except for STOP, which (if used) must be the last
keyword encountered in the DIP data block, the keywords and associated data can occur in any se-
quence desired. Descriptions of the input parameters associated with each macro command are given
below (in alphabetical order).
BACI_ Eiecter back-pressure (optional). -- Aircraft installation aerodynamics often dictate that
the back pressure of an installed ejector may be different than atmospheric; to accommodate this, the





'BACI_ Keyword for back pressure input block
'PBAC_ Value for ejector back pressure [Default: PBACK=PINF]
Thisdatablockisoptionalifthe backpressureisequaltothatofthe ambientsincetheprogram default
istoassignthebackpressuretothevalueofthefree-streamstaticpressure(asspecifiedand discussed
laterintheFREE streamblock).PBACK has unitsofIbf/ft.2






'CASE' Keyword for banner input block
'RUNID' Banner for printed output [Default: RUNII)=-'TEA']
The CASE block is optional; the program provides a default banner of TEAif this data block is omitted.
COEF: Coefficients for solution _type_.mixing, kinetic ener_ entrainment, m As discussed in the
work of Drummond (refs.1 and 2) the ejector theory implemented in this work employs two empirical












Keyword for coefficient data block
Comment line with descriptive titles for variables on next line
Type of solution desired (0 = Steady;, 1 = Transient)
Mixing effectiveness factor (1.0 < BETA < 2.0)
Kinetic energy coefficient (0.0 < CSIGMA < 1.0)
In the interest of making direct comparisons between quasi-steady and full transient flows, this block
introduces the option of enforcing a quasi-steady flow assumption. What essentially happens is that the
steady-flow initialization routine is invoked for all point calculations emanating from the MEC. The
default integer has a value of ITYPE=I and marks the full transient flow as the execution mode; a value
of 0 eliminates time derivatives to provide the quasi-steady option (ITYPE sets the value of the MODE
parameter discussed previously in the SPC overview).
DISP: Printout ofintermedlate computations (optional). -- For detailed investigations of transient












Keyword for display data block
Comment line with descriptive titles for variables on next line
Integer for printed calculation output [Defaultz ICHECK=100]
Indexing for printout loops [Default: INDEX=l]
Index for plotfile data [Default: IPLOT--0]
ValuesofICHECK can range between 0 and 1000,where 0 providesno printedoutputatall,50 provides
onlya printsummary from theDIP and MEC routines,and avalueof100 (thedefault)providesdetailed
listingofSPC resultsas eachrimestepcalculationiscompleted.8 For diagnosticapplicarions,
ICHECK= 500 providesdetailedvelocityinitializationdata,and atICHECK= 1000,self-similarp ofiles
and secondaryvelocitiesareprintedforeveryiterationwithineachtimestep.The INDEX parameteris
usefuliftheprogram has operatedon,forinstance,500 primarynozzlestates,and itisdesiredtoonly
printoutevery10thcomputed result;INDEX must have avaluegreaterthanorequalto1.The IPIX)T
parameterdictateswhether a plotfileistobe created,and theintervalsatwhich dataiswrittentothe
plotfile.For thedefaultvalueOfIPLOT=0, no dataisstoredintheTEA .PLT file.For IPLOT= 1,
primary flowrate,thrust,and thrustaugmentationarestoredateachtimeinterval;forvaluesof
IPLOT =N, everyNth datapointisstored(much liketheINDEX function).
Plot file output parameters are controlled by the WRITE statement at lines 231-235 in the code. At
present, only parameters passed through the SPC argument list are amenable to place in the plot file;
other parmnetexs could be used if the appropriate WRITE statements were written to replace the
existing segment of cede.
FF_,I_,-Free-streamfluidproveXes (optional).-- Characteristic(free-stream)flowpropertiesand














Keyword for free-stream data block












To simplify theimplementationoftheejectortheory,the primaryand secondaryejectorstreamsare
assumed tohave thesame gascomposition(thisisnota restrictionfthe theory).
sThe rationalefortheICHECK valuesof0,50,I00 (insteadofi,2,3)extendsfi'omthe prototypecode
effortointerfacewiththeairframesimulation.
6
GEOM: Ejector geometric characteristics. -- Geometric approximations for the ejector are con-































Keyword geometric data input block
Comment line with descriptive rifles for variables on next line
Inlet (station 0) x- and y-dimensions
Comment line with descriptive titles for variables on next line
Primary nozzle (Stn 1) x- and y-dimensions x-section
Number of nozzles in the x-,y- directions
Comment line with descriptive titles for variables on next line
Secondary flow (station 2) x- and y-dimensions
Comment line with descriptive titles for variables on next line
Mixing region (station 3) x- and y-dimensions
Comment line with descriptive rifles for variables on next line
Diffuser e_t (station 4) x- and y-dimensions
Comment line with descriptive titles for variables on next line
Total mixing region length and number of finite volumes
Figure 3 illustrates the expected geometric layout of the ejector;,specific data was shown previously in
Appendix A.
PRIM: Primary_ nozzle discharge conditions. -- This block specifies the primary nozzle discharge





Keyword for primary nozzle data block
Keyword for nature of data to follow:
'SPEC' -> Data specified for every t
'STEP' -> Step function specification



















Note that there are four data values on each of the 4,...N lines to simulate the primary nozzle conditions
as a function of time. The N+I reading must be a number or letter format that will terminate input by
triggering an error in the READ loop (a simple single value ofqY works fine; see Appendix A).
7
























Comment line with descriptive rifles for variables on next line














accurate subsystem component simularions. In principle, these simulations must mimic steady-state
and transient component effects. Of particular interest in recent years is the development of real-time
simulations for short take-offvertical landing (STOVL) aircrafk 9 The thrust augmenting ejector shown
in figure 4 is considered a potentially valuable propulsion subsystem element for the powered-lilt aspect
ofSTOVL aircraft.
Steady-flow ejector performance predictions are typically the centerpiece of an ejector design cycle,
and transient flow behavior is most often described through a quasi-steady flow approximation. The
latteressentiallyassumes away thetransientbehaviorissuesincetheconjectureistheejectorwill
instantaneouslyprovidewhatever thrustisdemanded.
To establish the validity of the quasi-steady flow assumption, one must be able to quantify the
elapsed time for the ejector to adapt to a new thrust level, and establish that the ejector delay is less
than the control system update period. In air-breathing propulsion systems, this assessment can take
the form of a comparison between the ejector frequency response and that of the propulsion control
system; see figure 5. The purpose of the TEA program is to assist in the assessment of the ejector
response rate; the specific case study used to examine the STOVL response rate is presented next.




In the absence of appropriate 1°data from transient flow ejector experiments or from advanced time-
dependentCFD calculations,verificationthattheproposedejectoranalysiscan providereasonable
thrustpredictionsmust be leftoengineeringjudgement. Becauseofthis,a familiarforcingfunction
must be used. Inthepresentwork, thesystemresponsetoa step-functioni putisnot onlya
characteristictransientcasestudy,but thescenarioiscoincidentwith typicalSTOVL ejector
application.For demonstrationpurposestheejectorsystemresponsetoa step-changeinprimarynozzle
flowratofrom 18.7to21.85 IbJsecischosenbecause(1)experimentalsteady-statedataateachofthese
opeerating peints is available, and (2) the 17 percent change in primary flowrate is beyond the small-
perturbation range; this exercises the system nonlinearities. Two versions of the TEA.DAT input file






For themizingregion,a finite-volumelengthof0.18ftand a characteristicmixingregionvelocity
of500 R/s,thecharacteristictimestepforcomputationsisapproximately0.4ms. To avoidinfringingon
thisstabilitylimita computationaltimestepof0.1ms was chosen;100 timestepsprovidedthe
necessaryintervalforexaminationofthestep-functiontestcase.
A detailedlistingoftheprogram printoutisgiveninAppendix D, thoughthe resultsforeach ofthe
100 time stepsarenotshown (forbrevity).
The empirical coefficient in the transient analysis (required for calibration of the primary-to-
secondarykineticenergyexchangemechanism),was selectedtomatch theasymptoticthrustprediction
withthequasi-steadyvalueatthenew setpoint.Figure6 illustratesthe predictedejectorthrustprofile
fora coefficientCo ofapproximately0.25.Itappearsthe2 millisecondresidencetime oftheflow
(elapsedtimefortheprimarynozzleflowtoreachthediffuserexitplane)isslightlylessthanthe3





drivingflowtemporarilyimpedes thesecondaryflow.Aftera shortperiod,the secondaryflowkinetic
energybuildstoovercomethiseffectand thencontinuesintheintuitivelyexpectedmanner.
ioA testwas conductedby Drummond (ref.3).specificallytocollectransientejectordata,but the
forcingfunctionhad a characteristictimemuch greaterthan thetimescaleofinterestinsimulation
validation.
u The fileidentifier_EA .DAT ishard-codedintotheprogram forsimplicityinprogram development.
As such,theexamples giveninAppendix C aretitledCASE1.DAT and CASE2.DAT, forwhich itis
assumed the userwillrename thecaseofinterestobeTEA.DAT, priortoexecution.The usercan
automate thisprocessthrougha simplecommand languagescript.
Discussion
Steady-state ejector performance is well-known to be highly sensitive to design conditions, so it
should come as no surprise that the transient performance prediction task is as much an art as it is a
science. Some aspects of the illustrative test case runs are useful to discuss.
EntrA_inment co_t_cient variatiorL -- A critical step in the implementation of the transient ejector
theory is the identification of the appropriate value of the empirical entrainment coefficient C,. For a
known ejector step-function response, the desired C, value is the one that provides a match between the
predicted asymptote and the known thrust at the second state. As an example, thrust predictions for
various C, values are shown in figure 8; this chart illustrates the idea that the TEA code was not
designed to provide the optimal prediction of steady-state ejector performance 12m rather, that the code
focuses on analysis of transient flow characteristics. (Figure 7 differs slightly from figure 6 in thrust





backpressure limits. The principal goal of increasing the backpressure for any parametric investigation
istoestablishthethresholdatwhich themixingregiondischargeenergyisinadequatetoovercome the
back pressure -- in that situation the program notifies the user that a fatal error has occurred (see
Appendix AJ. For the illustrative test case, the backpressure cannot exceed 5 percent over ambient-
ErrorcodesarediscussedfurtherintheERROR CODES AND EXECUTION PROBLEMS section.
performancesen_itiviWtonozzle_eometrv.-- Ejectorperformanceisverysensitivetoejector
geometry.In particular,performanceismost readilyinfluencedby theprimarynozzledischargearea.
For thebaselinecase,a 20-percentincreaseintheprimary nozzleareayieldsa 14-percentdecreasein
primarynozzledischargevelocity,buta 20-percentdecreaseintheprimarynozzleareacausessome
difficulty in initialization of the program. As illustrated in Appendix A, the initialization difficulty is
presented to the user through an error message for a negative entrained velocity. However, during the
initialization process, a simple fix is to reset the entrained kinetic energy to a small positive number.
This patch seems to work well in the few cases it has been invoked.
A point to be made here is that the ejector transient flow solution involves a highly complex
solution logic, and that to encounter an error is not so much a reflection that the input data is incorrect,
but that an idiosyncrasy with the solution method may have been encountered.
The discussioninthenextsectionsuggeststhatpreviousproblemsencounteredwithexecution
have been fixedby alteringinputdatavalues.Recommendations foralgorithmchanges or
improvements tothe theoryareoutsidethescopeofthiswork.
But a sample routineisincludedtoinitializethetransientflowcalculationprocedure.
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ERROR CODES AND EXECUTION PROBLEMS
ErrorCodes
At several points in the previous discussion, it has been noted that program execution may
terminate under certain conditions. Five types of errors are currently flagged by the computer;, although
one could easily inspect the code and potentially identify many more diagnostic flags, those included
presently extend from execution experiences with the test case described earlier. Error codes, the current
flag location (given by the SPC line number), and a brief description of the problem are given below:.
Error SPC Description of problem
code line number
001 272 Imaginary value (B2- 4AC < 0 in the quadratic equation) has been
computed for the centerline velocity during initialization of the field
variables. If ICHECK has been set to 500, then the XCHECK2 routine
will assist in the diagnostics by printing a listing of the variables
related to the calculation.
002 416 A negative value for the nominal velocity V* has been computed (V* is
equal to the entrained velocity V cubed). In this case, rates of change
in KE have diminished entrainment rates to unrealistically low
(negative) levels. The XCHECK3 routine is automatically invoked as a
first pass at fixing the problem. (This was discussed in the test case
description; see Performance Sensitivity to Nozzle Geometry).
003 448 Unrealistic value for density, the value is less than zero.
004 449 Unrealisticvaluefordensity,thevalueisgreaterthan one.
005 452 Unrealistic value for temperature, the value is less than zero.
006 466 Stagnation pressure at station 4 is less than the static pressure; this
results in an unrealistic discharge exit velocity. Either the ejector back
pressureistoohighorthe inletMach number istoolow.
These problemsaregenerallysymptomaticofthe divergenceofthe transientsolution.
Execution Problems
Unrealistic or divergent transient flow solutions may be the result of one of the following.
(i)An incorrectstartingsolution(checkinputdatafile),
(2) Too largea timestep(modifytheinputdatatimehistory),or
(3) An inappropriate expression for the function for exchange of kinetic energy between the
primary and secondary fluid streams.
. 11
The last item is an important one since the entrainment function relies heavily on the assigned value of
CSIGMA (see line 185 in SPC). More details on this function and its origin are described in Drummond
(refs. 2 and 4).
Optional Debug Routines
Appendix B includes four routines that may be useful for printout of intermediate information
during the debugging process. These routines are invoked through INCLUDE statements (to simplify
their omission or modification, if desired); typically, these diagnostic routines are unnecessary if the














Printout of self-similar profile coefficient values
Printout of data involved in the centorline velocity calculation;
used in conjunction with SPC error code number 1.
Corrective procedure for negative V* result; used in conjunction
with SPC error code number 2.
Entrained velocity error and discharge mass error printouts,
used to monitor convergence of a solution at a given time stop.
CONCLUSION
Understanding and quantifying ejector fluid-dynamic charactoristics is central to design decisions
involved in propulsion system applications. The present work provides instructions for a FORTRAN
computor program implementation of a semianalytic prediction of unsteady thrust augmenting ejector
performance developed by Drummond (ref. 1). That analysis blends classic self-similar turbulent jet
descriptions with contrel-volume mixing region elements. Division of the ejector into an inlet, diffuser,
and mixing region allowed flexibility in the modelling of the physics for each region.
An overview of the code structure, a description of the required input and output data file formats,
and the results for a test case were presented. It is emphasized that there are limitations to the code for
applications outside the bounds of the test case, so the user should consider TEA as a research code
designed specifically as a test of the proposed ejector theory. For program applications outside the test
case bounds, some error flags and diagnostic routines are presented and discussed.
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C Case study input fileforTEA.FOR transient ejectoranalysis
C routine. Here a singlestep functionisprescribed that
C corresponds with one ofthe DeHaviland/PLF testsrun in June 1987.
C This fileassumes that the defaultBACK and DISP parameters in the TEA.FOR
C source code are appropriate.
C
C .............. ....--...... ...................... . ................... ..... .... . ........................... . ...........
CASE banner.
Test #2, Step change in primary flow for87 DHC ejectordesign.





















FREE stream fluid conditions.
TINF PINF GAMMA RBAR





PRIMary nozzle discharge conditions.
SPECify statesat each time step.
T MDOT1P T1P0 P1P
0000.00010, 0018.70000, 0769.70000, 2219.78000
0000.00020, 0018.70000, 0769.70000, 2219.78000
0000.00030, 0018.70000, 0769.70000, 2219.78000
0000.00040, 0018.70000, 0769.70000, 2219.78000
0000.00050, 0018.70000, 0769.70000, 2219.78000
0000.00060, 0021.85000, 0700.60000, 2250.92000
0000.00070, 0021.85000, 0760.60000, 2250.92000






$$$ TEA FATAL ERROR # 6, $$$
%MTH-F-SQUROONEG, square root of negative value
user PC 000242C1
%TRACE-F-TRACEBACK, symbolic stack dump follows






$$$ TEA FATAL ERROR # 2, $$$
*** ERROR DURING CALCULATIONS FOR T =
DKE = 976309.563
DKEOLD = 2096179.500





*** PROCEED W/CHANGE = -0.999ENERGYIS
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C Colin K. Drummond
C Propulsion Systems Division
C NASA Lewis Research Center
C Ref:_A Control-Volume Method forAnalysis ofUnsteady Thrust




























FILE= 'TEb_PLT', STATUS= 'NEW')
! Data Input Processor
! Main Execution Control
! Input data file
! Output data file







APPENDIX B - TEA PROGAM LISTING
SUBROUTINE DIP
C










































































COMMON /FLOW1/ ISW, N,
NX1, NY1,
COMNON /FLOW2/ ZITIME, ZIDNDT, ZITIPO, ZIPIP,
DZ
TINF, PINF, PBACK

















C .....READ INPUT DECK
! Angle of attack of aircraft
! Specific heat ratio
! Print detailed time step output
! Print every I=I times
I No plotted output
! Full transient solution (= O, steady-state)
l Free-stream pressure, Ibf/ft2 {14.7 psla)
I Gas constant for AIR, ft2/s2R
I Default RUNID
I Free-stream temperature, R (70degF)
I Free-stream velocity, ft/s (stationary ejector)
10 READ (5,'(20A4)',END=200) TITLE
IF (TITLE(1).EQ.'BACK') GO TO 100
IF (TITLE(1) EQ.'CASE') GO TO 110
IF (TITLE(1)_EQ.'COEF') GO TO 120
IF (TITLE(1).EQ.'DISP') GO TO 130
IF (TITLE(1).EQ.'FREE') GO TO 140
IF (TITLE(I).EQ.'GEON') GO TO 150
IF (TITLE(1).EQ.'PRIM') GO TO 160
IF (TITLE(1).EQ.'STOP') GO TO 200
GO TO lO
C
C.....BACK pressure path to read PBACK specification.
C *** Note: This Is ONLY needed if PBACK.NE.PINF
100 READ (5,*) PBACK
GO TO 10
C




























































APPENDIX B -TEA PROGAM LISTING
GO TO 10
C





C..... DISPlay path for printout and plotting options.
130 READ (5,*)
READ (5°*) ICHECK, INDEX,IPLOT
GO TO I0
C




















C.....PRIMary path for specification of primary nozzle state.
160 READ (5,'(20A4)') TITLE
IF(TITLE(1).EQ.'SPEC') GO TO 161
IF(TITLE(1).EQ.'STEP') GO TO 164






163 N = I-I
K = N
GO TO 10
C --- Read parameters for generating a step function ---
164 ISW = 1
READ (5,*)
READ (5,*) T(1),OMPDT(1),TIPO(1),PIP(1)


























































APPENDIX B -TEA PROGAM LISTING
200 IF (ICHECK.LT.50) GOTO 999









& WRITE (6,705) T(1),DMPDT(1),T1PO(1),PIP(1),
& ZITIME,ZIDMDT,ZITIPO,ZIPIP,TSTEP
WRITE (6,703) N
IF (ITYPE.EQ.O) WRITE (6,704)
GO TO 999
Ce_o
700 FORMAT(//,2OX,'***** TEA INPUT *****',///3X,A,
& //,5X,'CHECK PRINT LEVEL IS ',13,






































'MIXING LOSS CORRECTION FACTOR',
'BETA = ',FI0.5,





'SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO -










'EJE BACK PRESSUREIS ',F10.5,'
'PRIMARY NOZZLE DATA',/)
'PROGRAMWILL OPERATEON ',I5,' DATA SETS')
'QUASI-STEADY SOLUTION INVOKED')
,'STEP FUNCTION FOR PRIMARY NOZZLE DISCHARGE',
& 1,7X,' T ',4X,' DMPDT',7X,'TIPO ',5X,' PIP',4X,
& /,6X,'(sec)',4X,'(lbm/s)',5X,'(degR)',4X,'(lbf/ft2)',
& /,4(2X,FIO.5),/,4(2X,FIO.S),//,gX,'TSTEP = ',FI0.5)
706 FORMAT(









































































COMMON /FLOW1/ ISW, N, T, DMPDT, TIPO, PIP
COMMON /FLOW2/ ZITIME, ZIDMDT, ZITIPO, ZIPIP, TSTEP
DIMENSION T(H),DHPDT(M),TIPO(M),PIP(N),THRUST(M),PHI(M)
C




IF (I.EQ.I) GO TO 20
MODE = I
TLAST = T(I-I)
IF (ISW.EQ.I) GO TO 5
TSTEP = T(I)-T(I-I)
GO TO 15
C --- STEP FUNCTION OPERATION ---
5 T(1) = T(I-1) + TSTEP









15 IF (ITYPE.EQ.O) NODE=O
20 CALL SPC(T(I),DMPDT(I),TIPO(I),PIP(I),THRUST(I),PHI(I),MODE)
C












100 FORMAT(1H1/,14X,5(1H*),' SOLUTION PROFILE ',5(1H*),
& //7X,' T ',4X,' DMpDT ',6X,'THRUST',BX,'PHI',
& /7X,'(m-sec)',4X,'(Ibm/s)'o6X,' (Ib)',/)


























































































DIMENSION B(50), BSTAR(50), E(15,50), F(15,50),
& G(15,50). PE(50), PM(50), RE(S0), RN(50),
& TE(50), TH(50), ¥E(50), VM(50), XIHAT(50), Z(50).










F2(G,Z) = 1.0 + O.5*(G-I.O)*Z*Z
F3(G,Z) = FZ(G,Z)**(G/(G-I.O))
FZO(PN,PE,E1,E2) = PH*E1 + PE*E2
FZI(RM,RE,VN,VE,C1,C2,C3,C4) -
& RM*VN*C1 + RE*VM*C2 + RM*VE*C3 + RE*VE*C4
FZ2(RN,RE,VH,VE,G1,G2,G3,G4,GS,G6) =
& RM*GI*VM*VN + RM*G2*VE*VE + RM*G3*VE*VM +
& RE*G4*VN*VM + RE*G5*VE*VE + RE*G6*VE*VM
FZETA(Z,CI,C2,C3,C4) = C1"Z*'4. + C2"Z*'2.5 + C3*Z + C4
FPZETA(Z,CI,C2,C3) = 4.*CI*Z*'3. + 2.5"C2"Z**I.5 + C3
FPPZETA(Z,CI,C2) = 12.*C1"Z*'2. + 3.75"C2"Z**0.5
GFT(T)=1.3825+O.10173*T*(1.-1.5638*T*(1.0-.4016*T*(1.-.1304*T)))









= (729. + 1122.*Z*'10. - 7920.*Z*'8.5 + 22440.*Z*'7.
-32640.*Z*'5.5 + 25245.*Z*'4. - 8976.*Z*'2.5)/ 3740.0
= (2727. - 3927.*Z*'10. + 27720.*Z*'8.5 - 72930.*Z*'7.
+85680.*Z*'5.5 - 39270.*Z*'4.)/13090.0
= ( 6561, - 2618.*Z*'10. + 18480.*Z*'8.5 - 56100.*Z*'7.




























































APPENDIX B -TEA PROGAM LISTING
HIL(Z) = -(HZG(Z) - 4531.0/13090.0)
HZL(Z) = -(H2G(Z) 729.0/ 3740.0)




























































CHECK FOR CHOKED FLOW....






























































































C STATION 1-S INITIAL VELOCITY ESTIMATE
IF (NODE.EQ.O) VIS = 1.0
IF (NODE.EQ.1) V1S = VENEW
C ITERATE ON ACTUALSOLUTION
20 ITN - ITN + 1




























CONPUTE OUTER JET EXPANSION ANGLE
C1 = BI(2)*DIP*VIP + (BMAX-BI(2))*DIS*VIS





































































DO 34 I = 2,N
Z(I) = DZ*FLOAT(I-1)
Bl(1) = BI(1) - Z(I)*DTAN(THETAI)
IF(BI(1).LE.O.O) BI(1)=O.O
BII(I) = BII(1) + Z(I)'DTAN(THETA2)
IF(BII(1).GT.BMAX) BII(1)=BMAX












E(I,1) = BIB + 1.00
E(I,2) = XIHAT(I) - 1.00
F(I,I) = BIB + 0.45
F(I,2) = 0.0
FII,3) = 0.55F 1,4) XIHAT(I) - 1.0
G(I,1) = (BIB + 243.0/770.0)
G(I,2) (320.0/770.0)
G(I,3) = (414.0/1540.0)
GII,4) = 0.0G 1,5) = (XIHAT(I) - 1.0)
G(I,6) = 0.0
37 CONTINUE
SELF-SIMILAR PROFILE INTEGRALS FOR THE NEW JET
INCLUDE 'XCHECKI.FOR'
C
C---SKIP FINITE VOLUMEINITIALIZATION IF NODE> 0
C
IF (NODE.EQ.1) GO TO 40
C
C---INITIALIZATION OF FIELD VARIABLES
C








IF(C8.GT.O.O) VE(J) = SORT(2*C8)
IF (I.EQ.1) THEN
FLUXRI = RN(I)*VM(I)*AIPT + RE(I)*VE(I)*AIS
FLUXPI PM(1)*VM(I)*AIPT + PE{I)*VE(I)*AIS











































































BVALUE= VE(J)*C1 - (FLUXMI/FLUXRI)*C2
CVALUE= VE(J)*VE(J)*C3 + (FLUXPI/FLUXRI)*C4
& - VE(J)*(FLUXMI/FLUXRI)*C5























...SKIP DERIVATIVE COMPUTATIONS IF DT=O
IF(DT.LE.O.O) GO TO 43
...NO DERIVATIVES ARE NEEDED FOR QUASI-STEADY FLOW
IF(MODE.EQ.O) GO TO 43
...PROCEED WITH DERIVATIVE COMPUTATIONS







IF(C8.GT.O.O) VE(J) = SQRT(2.0*C8)
C




































































APPENDIX B - TEA PROGAM LISTING
ELSE






FLUXPI = 8(I)*FZI(PM(I),PE(I),VM(I),VE(1), .
& F(I,I),F(I,2),F(I,3J,F(I,4))
ENDIF
... COMPUTE STATION 'J' FLUXES ...
FLUXRJ = 8(J)*FZ1 (RM(J),RE(J),VM(J),VE.(J),
& F(J,I),F(J,2),F(J,3):F(J:4))
FLUXI¢)= B(J)*(FZ2(RM(J),RE(J),VM(J),VE(J),
& G(J, 1),G (J, 2),G (J ,3),G(J,4),
& G(J,S),G(J,6))
& +FZO(PM(J), PE(J), E(J, 1), E(J ,2) ) )
FLUXPJ = B(J)*FZI(PM(J),PE(J),VM(J),VE(J),
& F(J, 1), F(J, 2),F(J,3), F(J,4))
... COMPUTE PRIMARY FLOW DERIVATIVES ...
DEDT(I) = DVE/DT




C2 = CI*DEDT(I)*CDVDT - (DRDT(1)/RM(J))*(VM(J)+VE(J)*CI)
DVDT(I) = (FLUXMI - FLUXMJ)/(B(J)*DZ) - C2
... ADVANCE PRIMARY FLOW FORWARD IN TIME ...
RM(J) = RM(J) + DRDT(I)*DT
RE(J) RM(J)
PM(J) PM(J) + DPDT(1)*DT
PE(J) = PM(J)
VM(J) = VM(J) + DVDT(I)*DT
42 CONTINUE
COMPUTETHE JET STREAMLINE







& - C1 - C2 - C3 - ((BMAX/B(J)) - 1.)*VE(J)
44 ISTOP = ISTOP + 1
C5 = FZETA(ZETA,CI,C2,C3,C4)/FPZETA(ZETA,Cl,C2,C3)
C6 = I- FZETA(ZETA,CI,C2,C3,C4)*FPPZETA(ZETA,CI,C2)
& /FPZETA(ZETA,CI,C2,C3)**2.0
DELTA = -C5/C6































































APPENDIX B -TEA PROGAM LISTING
ENDIF








C1 = (H1G(ZETA) - (0.55 + O.25*ZETA**4.-O.8*ZETA**2.5))
& *VE(N)**3.0





C1 = HIL(ZETA)*VE(N)**3. + H2L(ZETA)*VE(N)*VN(N)**2.
& + H3L(ZETA)*VN(N)*VE(N)*2. + H4L(ZETA)*VM(N)**3.
C2 (0.25*ZETA**4. - 0.8*ZETA**2.5 + ZETA)*VM(N)**3.
& + (-0.25*ZETA**4. + 0.8*ZETA**Z.S)*VE(N)*VM(N)**2.
PLOSS = -B(N)*RM(N)*GC*(CI-C2)
DKE = DKE + SIGHA*PLOSS






















MIXING REGION EXIT CONDITIONS
= (2.O*SCALE*W*B(N))/AREA3












































































































= P40 - 0.5*D4*V4*V4/GC




















SURGE = (DM4DT - DM3DT)/(DIS*AIS)




VIS = VIS ÷ SURGE
INCLUDE 'XCHECK4.FOR'
IF(ITN.LT.LINIT) GO TO 20
ENDIF
C---THRUST AND THRUST AUGMENTATION RESULTS
C






IF(ICHECK.LT.IO0) GO TO 999
WRITE (6,200) T
WRITE (6,201) AINF, AIPT, AIS, AREA3, AREA4,
VINF, VIP, VIS, V3, V4,
PINF, PIP, PIS, P3, P4,
POINF, PIPO, PISO, P30, P40,
TINF, TIP, TIS, T3, T4,
TOINF, TIPO, TISO, T30, T40,
DINF, DIP, DIS, D3, D4,
DHIDT, DHPDT, DMSDT, DM3DT, DM4DT
PRN, XPRN










































APPENDIX B - TEA PROGAM LISTING.
200 FORHAT(IH1,/,19X,'***** SINGLE POINT CALCULATION *****'
& /,29X,'T = ',F8.5,' sec'/)
201 FORMAT( /,3X,'FIELD VARIABLE PROFILE:',/










202 FORNAT(7X,'NOTES:',/IOX,'Nozzle Pressure Ratio is ',F8.5,
& ' (Choked NPR Is ',F8.5,' )')
203 FORMAT( lOX,'Statlon 3-4 SURGE error is ',F12.8,
&/,1OX,'Solutlon obtained in ',13,' iterations, limit is ',I3)





&'Element D(Rho)/DT D(P)/DT D(VB)/DT O(Ve)/DT')
209 FORMAT(7X,'NOTES:',
& /lOX,'Inner jet expansion, Thetal ',F8.5,' radtans',
& /lOX,'Outer Jet expansion, Theta2 ',F8.5,' radlans',
& /lOX,'Intttal Jet with, BO, ',F8.5,' Ft',
& /lOX,'Allowable Jet wtdth, Bmax, ',F8.5,' Ft')
Z10 FORMAT( /,3X,'PREDICTED THRUSTAND PERFORMANCE:',
& //,5X,'Total ejector thrust = ',F12.5,' Lb',
& /,5X,'Isentroptc primary thrust = ',F12.5,' Lb',
& /,5X,'Thrust augmentation ratio = ',F12.5)









,APPENDIX B -TEA PROGAM LISTING


































1010 FORMAT(1H1,/IOX,'*** T = ',F10.5,' ITN - ',I5)
1011FORMAT(/,33X,'> SELF-SINILAR PROFILE EVALUATION <'
& /,3X,'Z-POINT E(1) E(2)')
1012 FORMAT(5X,I2,1X,2(3X,F7.3))
1013 FORNAT(/,3X,'Z-POINT F(1) F(2) F(3)
& 'F(4)')
1014 FORMAT(5X,I2,1X,4(3X, F7o3))
1015 FORMAT(/,3X,'Z-POINT G(1) G(2) G(3)







































2010 FORNAT(///,5X,'*** T = ',F7.4,' ; 1 = ',I2,' J = ',I2)
2020 FORNAT(/,SX,'CI',8X,'C2',8X,'C3',8X,'C4',8X,'C5',
&/,5X,S(FlO.4,2X))
2030 FORNAT(/2X,'FLUXRI = ',E12.4,
& /2X,'FLUXNI = ',E12.4,/2X,'FLUXPI = ',E12.4)
2040 FORNAT(/2X,'VE(J) = ',F10.4,/
& 2X,'B = ',E12.4,' C = ',E12.4,' B24AC = ',E12.4)
















Print out al1 ktnetlc energy information tf the program bombs.















WRITE(*,'(/5X,38H*** ERROR DURING CALCULATIONS FOR T = ,
F10.5)') T
WRITE(*,'(/IOX,IOHDKE = ,FI5.3,/IOX,IOHDKEOLD = ,F15.3,
& /IOX,IOHSIGMA = ,F15.3,/IOX,IOHPLOSS = ,F15.3,
& /IOX,IONENERGYIS= ,F15.3,/IOX,IOHCHANGE = ,F15.3,
& /IOX,IOHVSTAR = ,F15.3)')
& DKE,DKEOLD,SIGMA,PLOSS,ENERGYIS,CHANGE,VSTAR
CHANGE = -O.999*ENERGYIS
WRITE(*,'(/SX,38H*** PROCEED W/ CHANGE = -0.g99ENERGYIS)')
VSTAR = ((ENERGYIS+CHANGE)/(O.5*DIS))
WRITE(*,'(/5X,19H*** NEW VSTAR IS - ,F15.3//)') VSTAR
31












4000 IF(ICHECK.LT.IO00) GO TO 4020
MRITE(6,4010) V1S,SURGE




APPENDIX C -TEST CASE I_ LISTINGS
CASE1.DAT ---
Case study input ftle for TEA.FOR transient ejector analysis
routine. Here, a single step function Is prescribed that
corresponds with one of the STOVL ejector tests run In June 1987.
Thts file assumes the default BACKand DISP parameters in the TEA.FOR
source code are appropriate.
Cllllllllllllll .... l_Immlmmlmmlmm,
CASEbanner.
Test for step change in primary flow for STOVL ejector destgn.
GEOMetric approxl_tlon for the ejector.
XO YO
0009.36000, 0001.25000
Xl Y1 NX1 NY1









COEFficients for solution execution.
ITYPE BETA CSIGHA
00001, 0001.0550, 0000.30000
PRIMary nozzle discharge condltlons.




















































































C Thls case study has the same basic conditions as CASE].DAT, but includes
C the use of some optional macros.
C
C ......... .------_--------.----..------ ............... . ................... ..------.------.--...------
CASE banner.
Test for step change tn primary flow for STVOL ejector destgn.
DiSPlay parameters for printing and plotting output.
ICHECK INDEX IPLOT
00100, 00001, 00001
GE_trlc app_xlmtlon for the ejector.
XO YO
0009.36000, 0001.25000
X1 Y1 NX1 NY1









COEFflclents for solution execution.
ITYPE BETA CSIGMA
00001, 0001.0550, 0000.30000
FREE stream fluid conditions.
TINF PINF GAMMA RBAR UINF ALPHA
0542.80000, 2067.84000, 0001.40000, 1714.54130, 0000.00000, 0090.00000
BACKpressure for ejector discharge
2067.84000
PRIMary nozzle discharge conditions.
SPECify states at each ttme step.
T NDOTIP T1PO PIP
0000.00010, 0018.70000, 0769.70000, 2219.78000
0000.00020, 0018.70000, 0769.70000, 2219.78000
0000.00030, 0018.70000, 0769.70000, 2219.78000
0000.00040, 0018.70000, 0769.70000, 2219.78000
0000.00050, 0018.70000, 0769.70000, 2219.78000
0000.00060, 0021.85000, 0760.60000, 2250.92000
0000.00070, 0021.85000, 0760.60000, 2250.92000
0000.00080, 0021.85000, 0?60.60000, 2250.92000
0000.00090, 0021.85000, 0760.60000, 2250.92000
0000.00100, 0021.85000, 0760.60000, 2250.92000
0000.00110, 0021.85000, 0760.60000, 2250.92000
0000.00120, 0021.85000, 0760.60000, 2250.92000
0000.00130, 0021.85000, 0760.60000, 2250.92000
QUIT primary nozzle data input
STOP reading DATA
34
APPENDIX D -OUTPUT LISTING FOR CASE 1
***** TEA INPUT *****
Test for step change In prtmary flow for STVOL ejector design.
CHECKPRINT LEVEL IS 100
EJECTOR GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS,
XO = 9.36000 YO = 1.25000
X1 = 0.10801 Y1 = 0.10801
NXI= 12 NYI= 3
X2 = 0.78000 Y2 = 0.34700
X3 = 9.36000 Y3 = 1.04100
X4 = 9.36000 Y4 = 1.87500
Z1 = 0.90000 NZ = 5
MIXING LOSS CORRECTION FACTOR
BETA = 1.05500
KINETIC ENERGY MIXING COEFFICIENT
CSIGMA - 0.30000
FREE-STREAM THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
STATIC TEMPERATURE = 542.79999 DEG-RANKINE
STATIC PRESSURE = 2067.84009 LB-F/FT3
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO = 1.40000
GAS CONSTANT, AIR = 1714.54126 FT2/S2-R
FREESTREAM VELOCITY = 0.00000 FT/S
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK = 90.00000 DEGREES
EJE BACK PRESSURE IS 2067.84009 LBF/FT2
PRIMARY NOZZLE DATA
DATA T DMPDT TIPO PIP
SET# (sec) (Ibm/s) (degR) (lbf/ft2)
1 0.00040 18.70000 769.70001 2219.78003
2 0.00050 18,70000 769.70001 2219.78003
3 0.00060 21.85000 760.59998 2250.91992
4 0.00070 21.85000 760.59998 2250.91992
5 0.00080 21.85000 760.59998 2250.91992
PROGRAMWILL OPERATEON 5 DATA SETS
35
APPENDIX D - OUTPUT LISTING FOR CASE 1
***'* SINGLE POINT CALCULATION *****
T = 0.00040 sec
FIELD VARIABLE PROFILE:
Station -> Infinity 1P lS 3 4
AREA 11.70000 0.41998 9.32378 9.74376 17.55000
V 0.00000 769.94739 282.19669 304.57248 154.99725
P 2067.84009 2219.78003 1980.71228 1997.96570 2067.84009
PO 2067.84009 2799.79346 2067.84009 2097.37158 2097.37158
T 542.79999 720.30579 536.15473 553.28766 558.74860
TO 542.79999 759.70001 542.79999 561.01691 561.01691
RHO 0.07149 0.05783 0.06932 0.06776 0.06945
NDOT 0.00000 18.70000 182.39970 201.09969 201.09970
NOTES:
Nozzle Pressure Ratio is
Station 3-4 SURGEerror Is 0.00002351
Solution obtained in 17 iterations, 11mlt Is




Station Z B, tnner B,outer B,Jsl
2 0.18000E+00 0.12857E-02 0.42297E-01 0.10382E-01
3 0.36000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.67784E-01 0.16039E-01
4 0.54000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.93272E-01 0.19375E-01
5 0.72000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.11876E+00 0.21867E-01
6 0.90000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 0.14425E+00 0.23815E-01
Station Rho P Vm Ve
1 0.17974E-02 0.22198E+04 0.76995E+03 0.28220E+03
2 0.20635E-02 0.19575E+04 0.10653E+04 0.27064E+03
3 0.20895E-02 0.19822E+04 0.73541E+03 0.27064E+03
4 0.20987E-02 0.19909E+04 0.59600E+03 0.27064E+03
5 0.21033E-02 0.19953E+04 0.52124E+03 0.27064E+03









Element D(Rho)/DT D(P)/DT D(Vm)/DT D(Ve)/DT
1 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0
2 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0
3 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0
4 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0
5 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0
NOTES:
Inner Jet expansion, Thetal
Outer jet expansion, Theta2
0.08603 radlans
0.14066 radlans
Initial Jet wtth, BO, 0.01681Ft
Allowable Jet width, Bmax, 0.39000 Ft
PREDICTED THRUST AND PERFORMANCE:
Total ejector thrust =
Isentropic primary thrust =





APPENDIXD - OUTPUT LISTING FOR CASE 1
***** SINGLE POINT CALCULATION *****
T = 0.00050 sec
FIELD VARIABLE PROFILE:
Station -_ Inflnlty IP IS 3 4
AREA 11.70000 0.41998 9.32378 9.74376 17.55000
V 0.00000 769.94739 282.19650 304.57236 164.98514
P 2067.84009 2219.78003 1980.71240 1997.96570 2067.99219
PO 2067.84009 2799.79346 2067.84009 2097.37158 2097.37158
i 542.79999 720.30579 536.16474 553.28766 558.74890
TO 542.79999 769.70001 542.79999 561.01691 561.01691
RHO 0.07149 0.05783 0.06932 0.06776 0.06945
NDOT 0.00000 18.70000 182.39959 201.09961 201.09961
NOTES:
Nozzle Pressure Ratio Is
FINITE VOLUME PROFILE
1.35397 (Choked NPR ts 1.89293 )
Station Z B, tnner B,outer B,Jsl
2 0.18000E+00 0.12857E-02 0.42297E-01 0.10382E-01
3 0.36000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.67784E-01 0.16039E-01
4 0.54000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.93272E-01 0.19376E-01
5 0.7ZO00E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 0.11876E+00 0.21867E-01
6 0.90000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 0.14425E+00 0.23816E-01
Station Rho P Vm Ve
1 O.17974E-02 0.22198E+04 0.76995E+03 0.28220E+03
2 0.20635E-02 0.19575E+04 0.10653E+04 0.27064E+03
3 0.20895E-02 0.19822E+04 0.73541E+03 0.27064E+03
4 0.20987E-02 0.19909E+04 0.59600E+03 0.27064E+03
5 0.21033E-02 0.19953E+04 0.52124E+03 0.27064E+03









Element D(Rho)/DT D(P)/DT D(Vm)/DT D(Ve)/DT
I O.O0000E+O0 0.44516E+00 0.71454E-02 -0.18450E+01
2 O.O0000E+O0 0.22258E+00 0.61080E-02 -0.18450E+01
3 0.42453E-06 0.44516E+00 9.57823E+00 -0.18450E+01
4 -0.42453E-06 0.22258E+00 -0.44430E+00 -0.18450E+01
5 -0.42453E-06 -0.22258E+00 -0.37205E+00 -0.18450E+01
NOTES:
Inner Jet expansion, Thetal
Outer Jet expansion, Theta2
0.08603 radtans
0.14066 radtans
Initial Jet with, BO, 0.01681Ft
Allowable Jet width, Bmax, 0.39000 Ft
PREDICTED THRUSTAND PERFORMANCE:
Total ejector thrust =
Isentroplc primary thrust =





APPENDIXD -OIJ'TPUTLISTING FORCASE 1
***** .SINGLE POINT CALCULATION *****
T = 0.00060 sec
FIELD VARIABLE PROFILE:
Station -> Inftnlty 1P 1S 3 4
AREA 11.70000 0.41998 9.32378 9.74376 17.55000
V 0.00000 860.78772 282.19669 303.30927 164.33514
P 2067.84009 2250.91992 1980.71228 1998.06897 2067.49927
PO 2067.84009 3027.15869 2067.84009 2096.64307 2096.64307
T 542.79999 698.86292 536.16473 553.28772 558.70282
TO 542.79999 760,59998 542,79999 560.95300 560,95300
RHO 0.07149 0,06044 0,06932 0.06777 0.06944
lOOT 0.00000 21.85001 182.39970 200.27596 200.27597
NOTES:
Nozzle Pressure Ratio is 1.46392 (Choked NPR Is 1.89293 )
FINITE VOLUME PROFILE
Station Z B,tnner B,outer B,Jsl
2 0.18000E+00 0.46881E-04 0.41181E-01 0.11199E-01
3 0.36000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.65551E-01 0.15560E-01
4 0.54000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.89922E-01 0.18624E-01
5 0.72000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.11429E+00 0.20934E-01
6 0.90000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 0.13866E+00 0.22756E-01
Station Rho P Vm Ve
1 0.18785E-02 0.22509E+04 0.86079E+03 0.28220E+03
2 0.20719E-02 0,19656E+04 0.10916E+04 0.27064E+03
3 0.20910E-02 0.19836E+04 0.73827E+03 0.27068E+03
4 0.20992E-02 0.19914E+04 0.59681E+03 0.27068E+03
5 0,21036E-02 0.19955E+04 0.52150E+03 0,27068E+03









Element O(Rho)/DT D(P)/DT D(VB)/DT D(Ve)/DT
1 0.83474E-01 0.80936E+05 0.26340E+06 0.18311E+01
2 0.14618E-01 0.14168E+05 0.28578E+05 0.18311E+01
3 0.57034E-02 0.54621E+04 0.80213E+04 0.18311E+01
4 0.23664E-02 0,22534E+04 0.26043E+04 0.18311E+01
5 0,10866E-02 0.10325E+04 0.98203E+03 0.18311E+01
NOTES:
Inner Jet expansion, Thetal
Outer Jet expansion, Theta2
0.09286 radtans
0.13457 radtans
Initial Jet with, BO, 0.01681Ft
Allowable Jet width, Bmax, 0.39000 Ft
PREDICTED THRUST AND PERFORNANCE:
Total ejector thrust =
Isentropic primary thrust =





APPENDIXD -OUTPUT LISTING FOR CASE 1
***** SINGLE POINT CALCULATION *****
T = 0.00070 sec
FIELD VARIABLE PROFILE:
Station -> Infinity 1P IS 3 4
AREA 11.70000 0.41998 9.32378 9.74376 17.55000
V 0.00000 860.78772 Z80.10501 301.62244 163.46561
P 2067.84009 2250.91992 1981.97961 1998.23413 2066.87256
PO 2067.84009 3027.15869 2067.84009 2095.70337 2095.70337
T 542.79999 698.86292 536.26273 5S3.28790 558.64166
TO 542.79999 760.59998 542.79999 560.86810 560.86810
RHO 0.07149 0.06044 0.06936 0.06777 0.06943
MDOT 0.00000 21.85001 181.13047 199.17854 199.17854
NOTES:
Nozzle Pressure Ratio Is
FINITE VOLUHE PROFILE
1.46392 (Choked NPR is 1.89293 )
Station Z B, inner B,outer B,Jsl
2 O.18000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 0.41214E-01 0.11696E-01
3 0.36000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.65618E-01 0.15927E-01
4 0,54000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.90023E-01 0.18886E-01
5 0.72000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.11443E+00 0.21151E-01
6 0.90000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 0.13883E+00 0.22978E-01
Station Rho P Vm Ve
1 0.18785E-02 0.22509E+04 0.86079E+03 0.28011E+03
2 0.20775E-02 0.19712E+04 0.11092E+04 0.26850E+03
3 0.20937E-02 0.19863E+04 0.74354E+03 0.26858E+03
4 0.21005E-02 0.19926E+04 0.59852E+03 0.26859E+03
5 0.21041E-02 0.19960E+04 0.52205E+03 0.26860E+03









Element D(Rho)/DT D(P)/DT D(Vm)/DT D(Ve)/DT
1 0.56055E-01 0.55826E+05 0.17555E+06 -0.20917E+05
2 0.27180E-01 0.26487E+05 0.52730E+05 -0.20917E+05
3 0.12250E-01 0.11782E+05 0.17126E+05 -0.20917E+05
4 0.50163E-02 0.47934E+04 0.54920E+04 -0.20917E+05
5 0.17346E-02 0.16524E+04 0.15618E+04 -0.20917E+05
NOTES:
Inner Jet expansion, Thetal
Outer Jet expansion, Theta2







Total ejector thrust =
Isentroplc primary thrust =





APPENDIXD -OUTPUTLISTING FORCASE 1
***** SINGLE POINT CALCULATION*****
T = 0.00080 sec
FIELD VARIABLE PROFILE:
Station -) Inflnlty 1P 1S 3 4
AREA 11.70000 0.41998 9.32378 9.74376 17.55000
V 0.00000 860.78772 282.21085 303.42273 164.39374
P 2067.84009 2250.91992 1980.70361 1998.74744 2068.25391
PO 2067.84009 3027.15869 2067.84009 2097.42896 2097.42896
T 542.79999 698.86292 536.16406 553.28845 558.70764
TO 542.79999 760.59998 542.79999 560.95941 560.95941
RHO 0.07149 0.06044 0.06932 0.06779 0.06947
lOOT 0.00000 21.85001 182.40828 200.41866 200.41867
NOTES:
Nozzle Pressure Ratto Is
FINITE VOLUMEPROFILE
1.46392 (Choked NPR Is 1.89293 )
Station Z B,lnner B,outer B,Jsl
2 0.18000E+00 0.47418E-04 0.41180E-01 0.11992E-01
3 0.36000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.65550E-01 0.16289E-01
4 0.54000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.89920E-01 0.19109E-01
5 0.72000E+00 O.O0000E+O0 0.11429E+00 0.21208E-01
6 0.90000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0 0.13866E+00 0.22894E-01
Statton Rho P Vm Ve
1 0.18785E-02 0.22509E+04 0.86079E+03 0.28221E+03
2 0.20811E-02 0.19748E+04 0.11206E+04 0.27057E+03
3 0.20969E-02 0.19894E+04 0.74972E+03 0.27066E+03
4 0.21024E-02 0.19945E+04 0.60126E+03 0.27069E+03
5 0.21051E-02 0.19970E+04 0.52321E+03 0.27069E+03









Element D(Rho)/DT O(P)/OT O(VB)/DT D(Ve)/OT
1 0.36388E-01 0.35501E+05 0.11427E+06 0.21058E+05
2 0.31656E-01 0.30789E+05 0.61846E+05 0.21058E+05
3 0.19465E-01 0.18730E+05 0.27408E+05 0.21058E+05
4 0.10562E-01 0.10093E+05 0.11643E+05 0.21058E+05
5 0.53912E-02 0.51329E+04 0.48831E+04 0.21058E+05
NOTES:
Inner Jet expansion, Thetal
Outer Jet expansion, Theta2
0.09286 radlans
0.13457 radtans
Inlttal Jet with, BO, 0.01681Ft
Allowable Jet width, Bmax, 0.39000 Ft
PREDICTED THRUST AND PERFORMANCE:
Total ejector thrust
Isentroplc prtmary thrust =





APPENDIX D -OUTPUT LISTING FOR CASE 1
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TABLE I. - EJECTOR GEOMETRY FOR STOVL TEST CASE



























Number of Units For dV and dA









Figure 1. - General program structure.
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ATA: Geometric data ___
Gas properties
Nozzle flowrate
Compute diffuser exit conditions
based on discharge pressure
matching; check continuity between
mixing region and diffuser
fInitialize virtual grid and finite
volume field variables
Subroutine TEA.FOR [
Internal function definitions and [
Iparameter initialization
Compute the fre_stream static I
and stagnation properties of the Iflow
Compute primary nozzle I
discharge conditions I
Update secondary flow velocity I
IVls
Predict station ls flow conditions I
I




[ Predict mixing region discharge __.ll_conditions I
I Compute diffuser exit conditions [
Proceed with computation of I




Update virtual grid ]
I Predict field variable derivatives I
Advance field variables forward in [
time Ax I
I c°mp"ten°wjets_e_ine I
IP_ctkinetic energy exchange ]
[ Assign mixing region output ]
Figure 2 - Outline of the SPC solution procedure.
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Figure 7. - Effects of CSIGMA on thrust prediction.
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